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From: Ralph, Daniel
To: All Faculty; Academic Staff DL
Subject: Fall  Faculty Update #5
Date: Thursday, November 18, 2004 10:34:04 AM
Attachments: You are invited.doc


The Evergreen Student Experience Survey 
A discussion of the results of the Evergreen Student Experience Survey will take
place on Thursday, December 9th from 10:30 a.m. to noon in Seminar II A2107.
This survey was designed to study how students perceive specific aspects of
Evergreen's pedagogy and learning environment, to measure students' learning
growth in 22 general skill areas and 9 computer-related skills, to understand
students' goals and level of confidence, and to gauge student utilization of campus
resources and participation in community activities. Students were also asked
open-ended questions regarding their perceptions and suggestions regarding
diversity on campus.


There will be a review of the results and a discussion. The executive summary and
final report on the results of the Evergreen Student Experience survey are
available at
<http://www.evergreen.edu/institutionalresearch/studentexperiencesurvey.htm>.
If you have any questions, please contact Jenni Minner in Institutional Research at
867-6186.


The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning 
On Monday, November 22nd, there will be an all-day writing retreat for faculty
who want to write about their scholarly work as teachers.  Please read the
attached invitation if you are interested.  The writing retreat will take place from
9:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. in Sem II E1107.  If you are interested in participating,
please contact Dena Jaskar in the Washington Center at 867-6606 or
jaskard@evergreen.edu.


Zhang Er and Leonard Schwartz 
Leonard Schwartz and Evergreen visiting faculty member and accomplished poet
Zhang Er read poetry in the Asian Gallery at the Santa Barbara Museum of Art on
November 13th.  Zhang Er read from her selected poems Verses on Bird, recently
published in Chinese with facing English translation, by Zephyr Press.  Leonard
read from works including The Tower of Diverse Shores, Exiles Ends, and Words
Before the Articulate: New and Selected Poems as well as from his new manuscript
Ear and Ethos.  Also, the radio work that Leonard is doing with KAOS is now being
archived at Pennsound, as part of the collaboration between Evergreen and the
University of Pennsylvania.  You can access this material at 
http://www.writing.upenn.edu/pennsound/x/XCP.html


Narrative Evaluation DTF Report 
It’s been great to see the enthusiasm and energy that have greeted the release of
this report.  As a result of this level of interest, all of the paper copies we had
made have been distributed.  You can still access the report on the college’s DTF
web site, at http://www.evergreen.edu/dtf/narrativeevaluation/


or contact Jeannie or I at 867-6400 to get a paper copy printed.  
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You are invited



to the



Monday, November 22nd


all-day writing retreat for faculty



9:30 am to 4:00 pm



Seminar II E1107



Please join us at a special day organized so you can reflect, WRITE, and be in conversation with other members of the faculty who also want to write about their scholarly work as teachers.  This writing day will be the first of several opportunities for you to explore on your own – and in the company of many others – aspects of your teaching or intellectual work in relation to students’ learning that you find perplexing, exciting, or . . . clearly worth thinking more about.



If you are working on a writing project – including working with groups on Assessing Complex Knowing, the Faculty Reflection Project: Beyond Talk, Facilitating Hot Topics, Quantitative Literacy, or something that you do not yet have a name for – please join us on November 22nd.



Agenda: Our day of writing begins with conversation and morning refreshments at 9:30, followed by introductions and writing, writing, writing.  At noon, we will break for a catered lunch and reconvene later in the afternoon, around 3:00 pm, to hear about our works-in-progress.  We will also talk about how to apply for modest seed grants for SOTL projects during winter and spring quarters.



Co-sponsors: The Provost’s Office, the Washington Center for Improving the Quality of Undergraduate Education, the Writing Center, The Quantitative and Symbolic Reasoning Center, Institutional Research & Assessment, and Faculty Hiring and Faculty Development Dean.



Please RSVP: Contact Dena Jaskar at 867-6606 or jaskard@evergreen.edu by Thursday, November 18 so we can make sure you are fed and have space (and quiet companionship) so you can write.


The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning at Evergreen: 



A “New” Work-In-Progress
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The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning: Mini-Grants 
As part of the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning initiative, the Office of
Institutional Research and Assessment is offering $10,000 in grant funding this
academic year to foster community-building reflection and sharing about the
scholarship of teaching and learning.  Grants will be awarded in the amount of
$500 per faculty member.  Proposals from individuals or collaborative faculty
teams who are willing to document and share teaching and learning practices are
encouraged.  Proposals from full-time, part-time, and adjunct faculty members are
welcomed.  The focus of these proposals can be on a course or program you are
planning, or an analysis of a program or course you have already taught.  For
information about the purpose, timeline, criteria for consideration, or to download
the application, please follow this link:
www.evergreen.edu/institutionalresearch/minigrants.htm


If you have any questions about the mini-grants, please contact the Office of
Institutional Research and Assessment.


Sustainability 
Nancy Parkes and Jean MacGregor prepared an overview on sustainability at
Evergreen after the Senior Staff conducted a seminar on the subject on November
15th.  The overview contains information about the sustainability movement, what
some of the challenges and opportunities might look like, and particular needs
that were identified during the conversation.  Please read the attachment for an
update on this continuing work.


Andy Brabban 
Andy, Diane Nelson, an undergraduate student, and Betty Kutter co-authored an
article titled Approaches to Controlling Escherichia coli O157:H7, a Foodborne
Pathogen and an Emerging Environmental Hazard, which was published in the
September 2004 issue of Environmental Practice.  An abstract of this article is
available on-line at
http://www3.oup.co.uk/envpra/hdb/Volume_06/Issue_03/060208.sgm.abs.html


Judy Cushing 
Judy was a National Science Foundation delegate to the November workshop on
enhancing collaboration between the European Union and the United States in
improving informatics in government. 


Judy is also organizing an NSF/USGS/NASA workshop here at Evergreen, on
December 13-15, that will look for ways that government agencies can use
ecological information to improve decision making for resource management and
policy implementation.  There will be about 40 delegates from the sponsoring
agencies, as well as representatives from the Environmental Protection Agency,
the Forest Service, non-government organizations like NaturServe and the Nature
Conservancy, researchers from various universities, and Washington State.  For
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Update: Evergreen’s Work on Sustainability  ----   November, 2004



[prepared by Nancy Parkes and Jean MacGregor]



“To prepare their graduates to participate responsibly as citizens in the twenty-first century, colleges and universities must become models for sustainability.”  --Anthony Cortese, president, Second Nature



Overview




As a national leader in environmental studies and liberal arts, Evergreen is poised to lead in the national and international movement toward sustainable living.



World leaders have adopted some 80 definitions for sustainability, but the working definition that all agree on is the “triple bottom line.”  This means that we must live and work responsibly in the social, ecological, and economic spheres so that we maintain resources for future generations.  



Although Evergreen has many successes, hundreds of colleges nationwide have established higher profiles for their work in this field.  Evergreen will need to be able to clearly state both its sustainable mission, and to spell out both its achievements and future initiatives, to compete and retain leadership in this area.  (To see examples of what other colleges are doing in this area, see University Leaders for a Sustainable Future, http://www.ulsf.org/, Education for Sustainability West, http://www.efswest.org/, the National Wildlife Federation’s Campus Ecology Project, http://www.nwf.org/campusecology/; Greening the Ivory Towers, From Academia to Action, http://www.syc-cjs.org/gitp/en/framework/structure.htm. )




The first concrete step toward this will be a substantive sustainability assessment—“indicators,” or precise measurements of such things as energy and water use, green purchasing, transportation, greenhouse gas emissions, and the like.  Once we have these measurements, the college will be able to make clear and cost-effective decisions to capture the “low hanging fruit” where greater efficiencies are possible.




Evergreen will soon have a consultant with strong experience in these indicators who will work with staff, faculty, and students to produce such a report.  An example of one company that specializes in such measurements is Good Company of Eugene.  In its work with several leading universities, Good Company continues to hone its “tool kit” for measuring achievements and outlining challenges, http://goodcompany.com/ .  At the completion of such an assessment, campuses have areas where they can quickly achieve greater efficiencies and cost savings, as well as innovative suggestions for employing such savings for future initiatives.



The Sustainability Movement




The growing campus sustainability movement occurs as part of a worldwide movement that has been growing rapidly in recent years.  The United Nations is about to embark on a Decade of Education for Sustainable Development Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (http://www.uspartnership.org/about/aboutdecade.php) to focus world attention on this issue and to underscore the need for educational institutions of all kinds to be involved.




The Earth Charter (http://www.earthcharter.org/) and other writings frame global sustainability as not simply as attending to resource conservation and environmental quality, but also human health and social and economic justice.  Environmental protection, human rights, equitable human development, and peace are considered interdependent.



There are now several regional and national sustainability networks in higher education whose services and conferences are building a network of campus staff, faculty and students involved in sustainability initiatives.  If the recent Portland conference (attended by Rob Cole, Martha Rosemeyer, Nancy Parkes, Jean MacGregor and two students) was any indication, these gatherings are important venues for sharing practice.  We (Evergreen) are a member institution of the Education for Sustainability - Western Network  (http://www.efswest.org/) whose member campuses are primarily in Washington, Oregon and California.



Evergreen’s Work in Sustainability



In doing this work in conjunction with our facilities staff, we have noted many of Evergreen’s successes in sustainability.  These include:



· A longstanding robust, environmental studies curriculum with outstanding practices of interdiscplinarity, including community-based and service learning.  Many key faculty, including Russ Fox, Lin Nelson, and Marja Eloheimo, have strengthened our community ties and educational reciprocity through their work.



· Seminar II, our LEED building, provides a showcase and demonstration of how education and practice are linked.   Our other green building initiatives, including the Childcare Center and the roofs project of the Library Remodel, are also worthy models of sustainable building practice for the greater community.



· The Organic Farm and its composting project provide a “farm to table” link that offers a strong theory-to-practice model for sustainability.



· Our teaching gardens, from the Pollinator Garden in front of the Library, to the Longhouse Garden, to the Library and Seminar II gardens, to the partnership Garden, “Gifts of the First People” on the Skokomish Reservation, are models and metaphors of sustainability.



· Evergreen faculty have hosted faculty development workshops in sustainability in the past two summers, the most recent of which brought together a broader coalition of administrators, staff, faculty and students.  



· Our commitment to sustainable landscaping includes low water usage, no pesticide usage, and use of native plantings.



· Our building maintenance protects workers and community health with a commitment to use “green” cleaning products.



· The planned Forest Canopy Project will provide education to an international community, as well as to our local community.



· We have a growing interest in “green purchasing,” and have made strides in the area of purchasing.



· We have reduced water usage in some areas, employing waterless urinals and infrared faucets.



· The Washington Center for Undergraduate Education is planning a new “bio-regional curriculum” initiative; Evergreen has just received news (November 16, 2004) of funding from the Russell Family Foundation for this initiative, which Jean MacGregor will direct.



Some challenges and opportunities for Evergreen might include:



· Water usage and monitoring.  



· Transportation to and from a suburban campus.



· More efficient use of buildings for academic purposes (more use on Mondays and Fridays) to be proactive in reducing the amount of new square footage and parking needed to accommodate future growth.



· Energy usage and monitoring.



· Coordinated purchasing initiatives with other colleges and institutions that will offer greater cost savings for sustainable goods.



· Framing our current practices more clearly in our mission statement, campus land use planning, master plan, and governance assignments.



· Greater cooperation and educational reciprocity both internally (staff, faculty and students) and externally with greater community (local governments, builders, community partners).



· A means of applying cost savings in one arena to new arenas (for example, a revolving loan fund that employs energy cost savings to a purchasing demonstration project.)



· Additional funding for sustainability project through grants and possibly a specific alumni fund.



And, as the senior staff seminar conversation on November 15 highlighted, we will also need to have:



· An internal and external communication strategy about sustainability.



· A strategy that identifies “low hanging fruit” and avoids casting too wide a net that may embroil the college in unnecessary controversy that would impede progress toward more easily achieved initiatives.



· A strategy that ensures a sustainability plan that is inclusive and supported throughout the community.



· A strategy that addresses social as well as ecological interests.



· A strategy that addresses the need to “water the plants,” or make sure that initiatives are not “popped and dropped” as initial enthusiasm wanes.  (Evening/weekend Studies Faculty Doug Schuler and Alan Olson are developing work around “legacy projects” that will help to ensure continued work on long-term projects.)



· A vetting process by the consultant and audit team that makes sure the sustainability report and indicators mesh appropriately with the college’s mission and existing plans. 






more information about the workshop, please see the official website at: 
http://www.evergreen.edu/bdei/
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Carolyn Dobbs 
Carolyn was recently elected the President of Washington’s National Park Fund, a
non-profit organization that works to restore and preserve the Mount Rainier, North
Cascades, and Olympic National Parks.  The fund’s website can be accessed through
the following link:


http://www.wnpf.org/


Erik Thuessen 
Erik Thuesen is co-author on a paper entitled "Ammonium content and buoyancy in
midwater cephalopods" in the most recent issue of the Journal of Experimental
Marine Biology and Ecology.


Cheryl Simrell King 
Cheryl recently co-edited a book called Transformational Public Service: Portraits of
Theory in Practice with Lisa A. Zanetti.  This book was written with the intention of
inspiring and rekindling a mission for public service, bringing together theory (critical,
liberation and pragmatism) and stories of practice to show that public service can
(and does) advance the goals of democracy, inclusiveness and social and economic
justice.  Eight practitioners, practicing in government and nongovernmental
organizations at all levels-from the street to the executive offices-tell their personal
stories of transformational public service, spotlighting a small, but vibrant and
growing, approach in public service: the practitioners (and scholars) who seek not
only to serve but also to transform the context of public service and the public sphere
in a manner that emphasizes substantive democracy and social justice. Theory,
poetry and popular culture references are woven around the stories, yielding a model
of public service that is an antidote to contemporary managerial approaches.  The
book will be published by M.E. Sharpe in January of 2005.


Kate Crowe 
A model for the assessment of prior learning and portfolio development, written by
Kate, was recently published in a book called Portfolio Development and the
Assessment of Prior Learning: Perspectives, Models and Practices. This book,
published by Stylus Publishing, “is an attempt, among other things, to recognize and
honor the variety of emerging traditions in the still-innovative field of PLA (prior
learning assessment). But it is also an attempt to grapple with the challenges raised
by new practices and to use the experience and insights of our colleagues in the
United States and around the English-speaking world to expand and deepen how we
understand what we do."  (From the Introduction.) The book includes models from
faculty at Alverno College (Wisconsin), London Metroplitan University, DePaul
University, University of Maryland, and Empire State College, among others.  Kate’s
model is called I am a Writer: Writing from Life at The Evergreen State College, and
is on pages 121-134 of the text.
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Senior Staff Website 
A new senior staff website has been created that exists, not only to provide access to
meeting minutes and other official records, but to help members of the Evergreen
community understand the role this group of people play at the college.  The site
contains information about the purpose, role and scope, and membership of the
senior staff, and meeting minutes beginning with the September 7, 2004 meeting. 
You will need to enter your Evergreen domain ID and password (just as you do each
time you log onto your computer) in order to access this site:


http://www.evergreen.edu/committee/seniorstaff/


Narrative Evaluation DTF Report 
The narrative evaluation DTF Report is available on-line and may be accessed
without a password.  The link below will take you to the on-line version of the report. 
A number of paper copies have also been distributed to the program secretaries for
lending out.  The report will be one of the subjects of conversation at the faculty
retreat.  Please find time to read it when you can!


<http://www.evergreen.edu/dtf/narrativeevaluation/>


Diversity Series 
The next event in the diversity series will take place this Saturday, when Jennifer and
Randy Scott will deliver a talk titled Race as a Factor in Education and Public Policy. 
The presentation will include a panel discussion with Evergreen faculty members Jeff
Antonellis-Lapp, Duke Kuehn, Larry Mosqueda and Alan Parker.  The presentation
will take place from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. in the Longhouse.  For more information
please check out the website for the series:


http://www.evergreen.edu/race/
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Michael Pfeifer 
On Friday, November 12th, Michael will do a reading from his book, Rough Justice:
Lynching and American Society, 1874-1947.  The reading will take place in the
Southwest Library Lounge from 10 a.m. -12 noon.


The Evergreen Center for Educational Improvement 
The Pacific Northwest magazine, published in the Seattle Times on November 7th,
included an extensive article on the use of a Northwest Native American reading
curriculum developed by Evergreen Center Director Magda Costantino and Denny
Hurtado, the Program Supervisor of the Office of Indian Education at OSPI.  The
curriculum is getting rave reviews, and to read it you may either follow the link below
to see the electronic version or stop by our office (L3131) to see a paper copy.


http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/pacificnw/2004/1107/cover.html


Budget Dean Search 
The faculty interview with Budget Dean candidate Ken Tabbutt will held on Monday,
November 15th, at a special faculty meeting in Sem 2 D3107 from 4:30-5:30 p.m.  In
addition there will be an all-campus forum on Wednesday, November 17th, from
noon-1 p.m. in the same room.  Please come to one of these sessions and ask your
questions of Ken!  


MES Director Search  
John Perkins is rotating back into the faculty after six great years as the Director of
MES, and nominations are currently being accepted for candidates to become the
new Director.  Nominations (and self-nominations!) can be sent to Jeannie Chandler
at chandlej@evergreen.edu or dropped off at L3130.  
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